
Slice partners with ZEBEDEE to let anyone
earn Bitcoin simply by browsing the web

The ad-tech innovator and fast-growing

FinTech platform have joined forces to

help generate passive income in the form

of Bitcoin just by browsing the web.

HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY, UNITED

STATES, September 16, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Slice, an

innovative startup in the AdTech space

and ZEBEDEE, a leading FinTech and

next-generation payment processor for

the gaming industry, today announced

the launch of an integration that lets

anyone earn Bitcoin simply by

browsing the web, with the help of

Slice’s browser extension.

While passive income is usually

anything other than truly passive,

requiring lots of work to get anything in

return, Slice is a legitimate and sustainable way for anyone to earn a bit of cash just by browsing

the web as they normally would. It is a browser extension you add to Google Chrome, Mozilla

Firefox, Edge or Brave, enabling users to start receiving points, called Slices, in exchange for

seeing ads that show up while browsing the web. Users can then cash out Slices for actual

money, in this case in the form of Bitcoin sent directly to their ZEBEDEE account.

Because Slice has built this functionality using ZEBEDEE’s extremely efficient payments

technology, which sits on top of the Bitcoin Lightning Network, users receive their rewards

instantly and with no fees. Compare that to legacy systems like PayPal where payouts can take

days and carry substantial fees, and it’s easy to see why the integration of Slice with ZEBEDEE

creates a passive income experience fit for the modern age.

"Today, people surfing the web are right to have high standards for receiving value in exchange

for their attention, and to claim that value in the form of real money, delivered to them

http://www.einpresswire.com


instantly," said Darina Oumanski, Co-founder and COO at Slice. "ZEBEDEE is a perfect match for

Slice regarding the actual last-mile execution. It works no matter where you're from and what

local currency you use. Their platform made implementing this functionality extremely easy, and

the fact that it runs on Bitcoin makes it instantly accessible worldwide."

“We’re happy to work with the Slice team to bring their innovative idea to life,” said Andre Neves,

Co-Founder and CTO of ZEBEDEE. “ZEBEDEE is best known as a payments platform for games,

but our tech is built to handle so much more than that. Any digital experience that wants to

integrate natural, simple and instant payments is a perfect fit for ZEBEDEE, making Slice a great

and interesting partner. A few years ago, this would have been hard to build, but not any

more!”

To earn passive income while browsing, get Slice in your browser. And don’t forget to get the

ZEBEDEE app as well, to get the full benefit of the integration as well as find games that let you

earn Bitcoin as you play.

About ZEBEDEE:

ZEBEDEE is the leading FinTech and next-generation payment processor for the gaming industry,

backed by global VCs and gaming studios including Initial Capital, Lakestar, Kingsway Capital, The

Raine Group and Square Enix. Its sophisticated tools enable developers to create real economies

in video games for players and communities. ZEBEDEE erases the boundaries between real and

virtual worlds by powering instant global payments of any size for any game, site or application

through the Bitcoin Lightning Network. Learn more about ZEBEDEE and the benefits it brings to

developers and gamers alike at https://zebedee.io

About Slice:

Slice is a London-based tech startup on the mission to fix the Internet for everyone by

empowering users with tools built for modern internet browsing - a new approach to value

creation designed with personal monetization and data privacy in mind. Its first release is a

browser extension that helps online users monetize their browsing time with a non-intrusive way

of rendering ads on any website they visit and turning time and attention into real money. Visit

https://addslice.com to start getting paid for browsing the web.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/591344355
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